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Investment Profile
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Kagara Limited 5.11%

Top 20 65.6%

METALICITY LIMITED (MCT)

TIER 1 ZINC ASSET
Metalicity’s activities are primarily focussed on the Admiral Bay Project in the Canning 
Basin of Western Australia, which, with 170Mt of resources, has the potential to be a Tier 1 
underground zinc, lead and silver producer. The total cost of the asset was $3.06 million in 
a shrewd bottom of the market acquisition from the administrators of Kagara Zinc Limited. 
After completing a positive Scoping Study, the Company is now looking for a partner to help 
fund the upcoming Pre-Feasibility Study. Lithium is also on the menu – Metalicity has pegged 
a number of tenements over underexplored, but prospective ground close to current hard 
rock spodumene operations and resources in Western Australia – results of early stage work 
have been encouraging. 

KEY POINTS
Tier 1 resource: With an Inferred Mineral Resource of 170Mt @ 4.1% Zn, 2.7% Pb and 25g/t 
Ag over a strike length of 18km, Admiral Bay is one of the largest undeveloped zinc-lead-silver 
projects globally, and behind Mehdiabad in Iran, the second largest known MVT/Lisheen style 
deposit discovered to date.

Scope for expansion: An additional Exploration Target of 160Mt -210Mt has been defined 
adjacent to the estimated resource, and there is also the potential for a district wide play with 
controlling structures and lithologies being identified by seismic and historic oil drilling over a 
strike length of 120km.

Potential for a long life operation: The above factors result in a potentially long life 
operation, with it benefitting from economies of scale; these aspects should offset the 
expected capital required to develop a 1,400m deep underground mine and relatively low 
grade of the resource when compared to other similar operations.

Close to infrastructure: Admiral Bay sits within 80km of Highway 1, the Great Northern 
Highway, and within 480km trucking distance of Port Hedland which is Australia’s major iron 
ore export port which also ships concentrates from the nearby Nifty copper operation now 
owned by Metals X Limited (ASX: MLX). 

World class mining jurisdiction: Western Australia is recognised as a favourable mining 
jurisdiction, ranking first globally in the 2015 Fraser Institute survey.

The timing is right: A number of analysts and forecasters expect zinc prices to recover 
to around US$2,800/tonne over the next few years, with expected demand increases and 
recent cutbacks in supply, notably with the closing of the Lisheen and Century mines. 

Other projects are prospective: The other projects, including the lithium applications and 
Rocky Gully base and precious metal project are all under-explored but considered vey 
prospective – results of limited work to date have been very encouraging.

Lithium partners: Metalicity has a Memorandum of Understanding with Chinese interests 
to acquire and develop lithium projects – this has included the placement of $3 million which 
is being used to fund the lithium exploration, and the potential for future offtake agreements.

Experienced key personnel with skin in the game: The Board and Management have 
extensive technical and corporate experience in the resources sector, and collectively hold 
10.4% of the shares in Metalicity – we consider this significant, aligning the requirements 
of personnel with those of the shareholders – the Company has also used independent 
consultants with extensive experience in the style of mineralisation in the work completed to 
date.

News flow: Over the short to medium term news flow will largely come from the lithium 
projects and Rocky Gully, with a $1 million exploration programme under way over the lithium 
properties and exploration, including drilling, expected at Rocky Gully. We expect the next 
significant news from Admiral Bay will involve the signing up of a partner to progress the Pre-
Feasibility Study.

The  investment opinion in this report is current as 
at the date of publication. Investors and advisers 
should be aware that over time the circumstances 
of the issuer and/or product may change which 
may affect our investment opinion.
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VALUATION
We have carried out a valuation of Metalicity, with this presented in the table below – the 
valuation range of $0.19 to $0.25/share is at a premium of 230% to 340% to the current 
price. The Admiral Bay valuation has been based on the consideration of the recently 
announced $21m sale by Rox Resources (ASX: RXL) of their stake in the Reward Project in 
the Northern Territory to Marindi Metals (ASX: MZN).

Valuation

Asset Lower 
Value

Upper 
Value

Per Share 
Lower

Per Share 
Upper Notes

Admiral Bay $60 m $85m $0.14 $0.20 $0.35-$0.50/resource tonne

Rocky Gully $5 m $5 m $0.01 $0.01 Nominal

Lithium Projects $15 m $15 m $0.03 $0.03 Based on EV’s of Li juniors

Debt $0 m $0 m $0.00 $0.00 31/06/2016

Cash $5 m $5 m $0.01 $0.01 31/06/2016

Total $85 m $100 m $0.19 $0.25  

SWOT ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS

 � Large Resource: At 170Mt Admiral Bay is a large, world class lead-zinc resource by any 
standards.

 � Resource Expansion Potential: The additional 160Mt to 210Mt exploration target and 
regional geology highlight the possibility for future significant resource expansions, which 
have the potential to deliver a very long life, world class operation.

 � Excellent Location: The location is good, with ready access to transport and port 
infrastructure.

 � Key personnel with skin in the game: With combined holdings of 10.4%, key 
personnel have significant shareholdings, and as such their aims will be aligned with 
those of the shareholders, and they will be committed to increasing shareholder value.

WEAKNESSES

 � Depth: At ~1,400m depth any proposed development will require significant capex, 
and operating costs will also be affected. In addition this will lead to relatively expensive 
development studies, with deep drilling from surface required for the Pre-Feasibility 
Study and the requirement for a shaft (or other access) and underground development 
for drilling for any future Definitive Feasibility Study.

 � Relatively Low Grade: At an estimated grade of 7.5% ZnEq (~A$170/tonne in-
ground value), the grade is at the lower end of what is considered feasible for a deep 
underground operation.

OPPORTUNITIES

 � Resource Expansions: As stated above the regional geology and style of mineralisation 
suggest that there is significant potential for new discoveries and resource expansions 
– any addition of resources leads to the potential for a more robust operation through 
higher throughput and/or a longer mine life.

THREATS

 � Funding: Given the expected costs for the Pre-Feasibility Study, significant funding will 
be required, and as mentioned the Company is looking for a project partner to provide 
this funding. Should this not be successful there may only be limited potential for 
Metalicity to raise the funds required on their own.
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 � Metals Prices and Exchange Rates: Given the grade of Admiral Bay, any operation will 
be very sensitive to adverse movements in exchange rates and metals prices – adverse 
movements in the short term or perceptions of decreasing long term prices may also 
affect the ability to secure a partner and funding for the upcoming PFS and following 
studies.

 � Increasing costs: Likewise, any operation will be susceptible to increases in operating 
costs.

OVERVIEW

STRATEGY

The Company’s prime focus is on the Tier 1 Admiral Bay Pb-Zn-Ag deposit (“Admiral Bay” or 
“the Project”) in the Canning Basin of northern Western Australia – after recently completing 
a significant resource upgrade and positive Scoping Study Metalicity is now looking at 
securing a joint venture (“JV”) or earn-in partner to help fund a planned Pre-Feasibility Study 
(“PFS”) on this large 170Mt resource. In parallel early stage exploration is being carried out 
over a diverse portfolio of tenements throughout Western Australia – here the main focus is 
lithium with tenements being pegged over under explored ground near existing operations 
and known pegmatite/spodumene resources.

FINANCIAL POSITION

�	As of June 30, 2016 the Company had $4.92m in cash and no debt.

�	Over the twelve months to June 30, 2016, the Company spent $1.60m on administration 
and $2.17m on exploration, evaluation and project generation.

�	The Company paid $1.41m for the purchase of exploration properties in FY2016.

�	The Company has raised, after costs, $3.26m from share issues in the previous 12 
months and has received $7.05m ($US5.0m) from the sale of a 1% net smelter royalty 
(“NSR”) over Admiral Bay to Resource Capital Funds (“RCF”).

�	Share issues included a $3.0m placement to members of the China Battery Association 
to fund lithium exploration.

�	Exercise of in the money options has the potential to provide an additional $2.02 million.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
�	Activities over the last 12 months have been largely concentrated on the acquisition, 

funding and advancement of the 100% held Tier 1 Admiral Bay Project in Western 
Australia.

�	Admiral Bay has a JORC (2012) compliant Mineral Resource Estimate (“MRE”) of 170Mt 
grading at 4.1% Zn, 2.7% Pb and 25g/t Ag, for 7Mt contained Zn, 4.6Mt contained Pb 
and 137Moz contained silver.

�	A positive Scoping Study has recently been completed for Admiral Bay, with the 
Company now progressing to a PFS.

�	The other projects on the Company’s books include a number of recent tenement 
applications considered prospective for pegmatite-hosted lithium, the Munglinup 
Graphite Project and the Rocky Gully Project, located over the Albany-Fraser Orogen and 
considered prospective for gold and base metals.
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Figure 1: Project location

Source: Metalicity

ADMIRAL BAY, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

LOCATION AND TENURE

 � Admiral Bay comprises one granted Exploration Licence (“EL”) and eight Exploration 
Licence Applications (“ELA”) totalling ~3,700km2, and two granted Mining Leases (“ML”) 
for 1,640ha.

 � Granted tenements are all in good standing, with all held 100% by Metalicity.

 � The Project is centred some 280km by road south of Broome, and 480km by road ENE 
of Port Hedland – access is 200km from Broome or 400km from Port Hedland on the all-
weather Great Northern Highway (Highway 1), then 80km on station tracks to site.

 � The granted tenements were acquired from Kagara Zinc Limited (“Kagara”, in liquidation) 
for a total sum of $3.09m – this included $1.25m in cash payments and 23m MCT shares 
at a price of $0.08.

 � The final payment of $750,000 and 23m shares as announced on June 20, 2016 
extinguished any future obligations, including a 1.5% NSR and future cash payments that 
were terms of the initial acquisition agreement as announced to the market on October 
30, 2014.
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Figure 2: Admiral Bay tenement map

Source: Metalicity

RESOURCE CAPITAL FUNDS FINANCING AGREEMENT

 � Initial funding for Admiral Bay was provided by RCF through fund RCF VI – the facility, of 
US$5m, was provided by way of a 1% NSR sale to RCF.

 � The agreement also included a share subscription of ~69m shares @ $0.01/share, raising 
$689,574 – the share issue was prior to the October 2015 2 for 1 consolidation.

 � This funding was used in the due diligence for Admiral Bay, and also for the compliance 
costs of changing the nature of business to a mineral exploration company.

 � RCF has subsequently disposed of their holdings in Metalicity but still holds the right to 
the NSR, however Metalicity has first right of refusal should RCF elect to sell the royalty.

EXPLORATION HISTORY

Previous Operators

 � The mineralisation at Admiral Bay was originally discovered during oil drilling in the 1980’s 
that targeted the ABFZ – this drilling intersected lead-zinc mineralisation in four holes 
along the zone

 � This discovery led CRA Exploration (“CRAE”) to peg EL’s over the area, over which they 
operated from 1986 to 1992.

 � CRAE drilled 21 rotary mud/diamond holes over a 64km strike length of the ABFZ, 
with 16 holes for ~26,000m being drilled within the current resource area, as well as 
completing detailed 2D seismic and gravity surveying, and some metallurgical testwork.

 � The two current ML’s, ML04/0244 and ML04/0249 were pegged during this period of 
work.

 � Kagara operated the Project from 2007 until they entered into administration in 2012, and 
in 2007 and 2008 they completed 17 drillholes (including daughter holes), of which 12 for 
~17,900m reached the target – all holes were collared within ML04/0249 at the western 
end of the identified mineralisation.

 � Kagara used the drillhole information to calculate an initial JORC-2012 compliant Mineral 
Resource Estimate of 72Mt @ 3.1% Zn, 2.9% Pb, 18g/t Ag and 11% Ba, which excluded 
a low grade zone of 24.6Mt @ 0.1% Zn, 2.7% Pb, 8g/t Ag and 28% Ba.

 � The results of both the CRAE and Kagara drilling, along with additional metallurgical 
testwork, were used in a PFS completed by Snowdon’s in 2010, with the results released 
to the market on July 14, 2010.
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 � The PFS covered only 2.1km strike length of the deposit within M04/0249, with mining 
envisaged to be by room and pillar methods – the mined material did not include ~40% 
in barrier pillars that could potentially be extracted later.

 � Kagara planned to move straight into a BFS, which would include the sinking of a 6.7m 
diameter shaft to 1,428m, which would allow access to a 1.2km strike section of the 
deposit to be drilled out to reserve status – the costs of the BFS were estimated at 
$184.5 million.

 � The following table lists key assumptions and outcomes of this study – no detailed 
operating or capital costs nor expected year by year production figures were included in 
the market release, however our analysis and “de-construction” of the published figures 
indicates LoM C1 operating costs and sustaining development costs in the order of 
$100/tonne of material milled.

Table 1: Kagara PFS results

Kagara PFS Summary

Parameter Value

Production Rate 2.5mtpa for 10.2 years

Mining Inventory 25.2Mt @ 3.73% Zn, 4.54% Pb, 23.39g/t Ag

Initial Capex $997 million

BFS cost (included in above) $184.5 million – includes 6.7m diameter shaft and underground drilling

Metal Prices US$2,600/tonne Pb & Zn, US$18/oz Ag

AUD/USD Exchange Rate 0.85

LoM Net Smelter Return $4,964 million

Net Cash Flow $675 million

NPV @ 8% $159.8m

IRR 12.50%

Lead Concentrate Production 1.552Mt @ 70% Pb,

Zinc Concentrate Production 1.539Mt @ 55% Zn

Silver Production 18.97 Moz

Source: Kagara Zinc

Metalicity

 � Since acquiring the project Metalicity has undertaken a comprehensive programme 
of data collation, review and interpretation, re-logging of historic drill core and a re-
interpretation of the mineralisation.

 � This work has been aided input from Dr David Leach, a world authority on MVT-style 
mineralisation.

 � Activities have culminated in an upgraded MRE of 170Mt as detailed in the section 
below, and completion of a Scoping Study, with results released to the market on July 27, 
2016.

 � The Scoping Study has been developed from the original Kagara PFS, with work also 
including a review of all previous metallurgy, which has returned excellent results – the 
Scoping Study is detailed later in this note.

GEOLOGY, MINERALISATION AND RESOURCES

 � Mineralisation is hosted in Ordovician carbonate rocks of the Willara Sub-basin, an 
element of the broader Ordovician to Cretaceous Canning Basin.

 � Mineralisation includes Pb, Zn and Ag, with appreciable barite also present, with main 
sulphides including galena and low-iron sphalerite.

 � Mineralisation identified to date has been intersected for ~18km along strike along what 
has been interpreted as an “algal bioherm”, a shallow water linear algal reef structure 
controlled by the 300° trending Admiral Bay Fault Zone (“ABFZ”).

 � The ABFZ forms the boundary between the Broome Arch to the north and Willara 
and Kidman sub-basins to the south, and which was active during sedimentation, and 
interpreted as being the primary conduit for mineralising fluids.
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 � Key units include (from oldest to youngest) the Goldwyer, Nita and Carribuddy 
Formations, which are flat-lying to gently dipping, and form an antiform centred over the 
ABFZ.

 � The stratigraphy and structural architecture has been interpreted from seismic surveying 
that was carried out as part of previous oil exploration work in the Canning Basin – 
these interpretations demonstrate the continuity of the ABFZ and associated features, 
including the algal bioherms.

 � Mineralisation is largely hosted in the Nita Formation along the axis of the anticline, with 
the lower parts being lead rich and the upper zinc rich – the Nita Formation is a variably 
dolomitised interbedded siltstone/sandstone/limestone unit.

 � Most drilling to date has been concentrated on the hinge zone and southern limb, with 
the top of the mineralisation in zone MZ20 (the highest tonnage zone) generally being at 
between 1,320m and 1,420m bellow surface.

 � The southern limb dips at between 20°-25° to the SSW with the northern limb dipping at 
up to 25° to the NNE – mineralisation has been intersected at up to 400m down dip from 
the hinge zone.

 �  “Back to basics” logging by Metalicity and expert consultants has identified six main 
zones of mineralisation (from highest to lowest in the sequence) which have formed the 
basis of the resource estimation the Mineral Resource Estimate is shown in the table 
below.

Table 2: Admiral Bay Mineral Resource Estimate

INFERRED MINERAL RESOURCE

Zone* 
(MZ) Style Host Stratigraphy** Tonnes 

(Mt)
Density 
(t/m3)

Zn  
(%)

Pb  
(%)

Ag  
(g/t)

Ba  
(%)

ZnEq*** 
(%)

50 Mod Zn, Low Pb  CFM above MZ30 0.5 2.7 4.1 1.1 22 1 5.9

30 Mod Zn, Low Pb CFM above MZ12 2 2.7 4.4 0.8 28 1 6

12 Mod Zn, Low Pb CFM at contact w/ NFM 23 2.7 3.6 0.6 17 2 4.7

11 High Zn, Low Pb NFM at contact w/ CFM 95 3 5.7 1.6 29 9 8.1

20 Low Zn, High Pb NFM below MZ11 40 3.4 1.7 5.1 19 15 7.2

40 Low Zn, High Pb NFM/GFM contact 10 3.9 0.2 9.5 20 17 10

All TOTAL ‐ Combined Zones 170 3.1 4.1 2.7 25 10 7.5

Source: Metalicity
* Zones are shown in stratigraphic order
** CFM – Carribuddy Formation, NFM – Nita Formation, GFM – Goldwyer Formation
*** ZnEq as calculated by Metalicity and presented in the July 4, 2016 release

Figure 3: Admiral Bay mineralised zones

Source: Metalicity
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 � Mineralisation is notionally Mississippi Valley Type (“MVT”), however two main sub-types 
have been recognised – continuous replacement, stratabound zinc rich and lead rich 
mineralisation largely within the upper Nita Formation (characterised by zones MZ11 and 
MZ20), and the lower lead rich mineralisation (MZ40), which largely occurs as veins and 
breccia fill within the Goldwyer Formation bioherm and lower Nita Formation.

 � Two zones, MZ11 and MZ20 have been recognised in broadly spaced drillholes along 
the 18km strike extent of mineralisation intersected thus far, with zone MZ12 also being 
laterally extensive. 

 � The other zones have been intersected only within M04/00249 at the eastern end of the 
resource, with limited strike extent.

 � The mineralisation reaches a maximum width of ~800m at the western end, tapering 
down to 500-600m within M04/00249 at the eastern end.

 � Thicknesses of mineralisation are variable, with individual intersections varying from 
2.5m to 41m, with an average thickness of 7.9m; aggregate intersections in holes reach 
up to 57m, with the thickest mineralisation occurring along the antiform hinge at the 
eastern end within M04/00249.

Figure 4: Admiral Bay cross section

Source: Metalicity

RESOURCE UPSIDE

 � In addition to the resources as stated above, Metalicity has defined an exploration 
target of 160Mt @ 7.8% ZnEq to 210Mt @ 7.2% ZnEq – this is largely along the undrilled 
northern limb of the antiform between the ML’s as shown in Figure 5 below.

 � A possible genesis of the mineralisation involves the transport of metal and sulphate rich 
saline brines up high angle structures, with the brines then being trapped in a petroleum 
reservoir trap, and metals being precipitated out through the reaction between the brines 
and “sour gas” (H2S) within the trap.

 � Here the antiformal structure makes an ideal trap site, with the Carribuddy Formation 
forming the seal, with brines being sourced from sabhka type tidal flat or evaporate 
sequences elsewhere in the basinal sequence. 

 � MVT ore fluids are typically similar to oil field brines.

 � Although drilling by CRAE (hole 88SS13) appeared to close off mineralisation to the 
west, recent relogging of the core has recognised alteration and anomalous metals, and 
possibly the hole could be regarded as a “near miss”.
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 � The three main criteria for mineralisation – source rocks, fluid pathway and trap sites 
potentially occur along a much longer length of the ABFZ than that which hosts the 
mineralisation identified to date, and thus Metalicity has applied for the additional 
tenements to cover 120km strike length of what could potentially be a district play.

Figure 5: Admiral Bay MRE and Exploration Target

Source: Metalicity

ADMIRAL BAY SCOPING STUDY

 � Metalicity has recently completed a Scoping Study on Admiral Bay, with results released 
to the market on July 29, 2016.

 � Given the release of ASIC Information Note 214 in April 2016, economic outcomes of the 
study were unable to be released to the market; however the Company’s view is that it is 
“positive”, and that progression to a PFS is warranted.

 � Study (and resource upgrade) partners include SRK Consulting and CSA Global, who 
have extensive large scale mining experience, as well as experience in MVT and Lisheen-
style mineralisation.

ACCESS AND MINING

 � The study looked at three access options – traditional decline, tunnel boring machine 
(“TBM”) decline development and vertical shaft sinking – the latter is the preferred 
method based on geotechnical and hydrogeological considerations (amongst others) as 
understood to date, however all will be considered further.

 � A number of mining methods have been considered, including open stoping (with 
backfill), room and pillar, open stoping and modified sub-level caving – open stoping with 
backfill is the method as used in the study.

 � Given deposit geometry and rock properties, the feasibility of using longwall mining will 
be considered in upcoming studies.

 � Geotechnical drilling and detailed logging is planned as part of the PFS.

 � The proposed shaft will penetrate at least two significant regional aquifers, and hence 
upcoming studies will need to incorporate significant hydrogeological work – this will also 
impact on shaft design and construction.

�	Given the high geothermal gradient in the Canning Basin the proposed operation will 
require a refrigeration plant for mine cooling, which will add to capital and operating 
costs.
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Figure 6: Conceptual mine layout

Source: Metalicity

METALLURGY AND PROCESSING

 � A review of historical metallurgical testwork as announced to the market on February 5, 
2015 has indicated high recoveries and concentrate grades, with the potential for 96% 
Zn recovery to a 55% Zn concentrate, and 98% Pb recovery to a 70% Pb concentrate – 
the Scoping Study used more conservative metal recoveries in the order of 90-95%, and 
concentrate grades of >60% for lead and 48% for zinc.

 � Silver reports solely to the galena.

 � The work also indicates that there are only low levels of deleterious elements, 
comparable with other Tier 1 lead/zinc deposits, with the results indicating that 
marketable concentrates with only minor or nil penalties may be produced.

 � Future optimisation testwork will include looking at improving the selectivity of lead and 
zinc. 

 � Processing is expected to be through a standard crush/grind/float circuit, with the 
primary crusher possibly being located underground; two stage crushing and two stage 
grinding is envisaged

 � The flotation circuit may include a lead rougher, scavenger, cleaner and recleaner circuit, 
with tails from the scavenging circuit being treated through a zinc circuit, consisting of a 
rougher, scavenger, cleaner and re-cleaner.

 � The proposed circuit should be low risk, given that it uses well proven “off the shelf” 
technology.

Figure 7: Preliminary processing circuit

Source: Metalicity
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND LOGISTICS

 � The preferred export pathway is through Port Hedland, which will require upgrading a 
~80km section of the McLarty Track, with concentrate trucked in sealed containers the 
480km to public port facilities at Port Hedland – public facilities at Port Hedland include 
berths with bulk loaders capable of handling up to Panamax size vessels.

 � Any future development may require that a concentrate shed be constructed at the port.

 � Besides the iron ore producers, other bulk cargo users include Aditya Birla (now a 
subsidiary of Metals-X), who ship ~45,000t of concentrate from the Nifty Copper Mine 
located some 350km by road from Port Hedland.

POWER

 � The Company will look to outsource the power supply under a third build-own-operate 
(“BOO”) solution using a ~100MW (gas-fired power station including 47MW for the 
refrigeration plant). 

 � This would include provision of a gas pipeline – the nearest existing line is the Port 
Hedland to Telfer pipeline some 250-300km to the SSW, which provides gas to both Telfer 
and Nifty.

 � Other power options including solar and geothermal will be investigated as part of the 
PFS.

WATER

 � It is expected that water will be sourced locally from the Broome Sandstone aquifer, and 
expected material mine dewatering from lower aquifers.

OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE

 � The Company expects that a 500 person camp will be required for construction and then 
used for fly-in fly-out (“FIFO”) operations personnel – an airstrip will also be required.

LITHIUM AND GRAPHITE PROJECTS

LOCATION AND TENURE

 � As shown in Figure 1, Metalicity has a number of EL’s and ELA’s targeting lithium and 
graphite throughout western Australia - outstanding applications are expected to be 
granted in mid to late September.

 � The lithium projects include 16 ELA’s for ~2,960km2, and the Munglinup Graphite Project 
includes one granted EL and four ELA’s for ~200km2.

 � At Munglinup, the Company acquired 100% of EL74/0550 and ELA74/0551 from Borg 
Geoscience Pty Ltd (“Borg”) for $50,000, with Borg retaining a 1.5% NSR on any future 
production.

LITHIUM PROJECT FUNDING

 � Metalicity has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (“MoU”) with China New 
United Shanghai Metal Resources Co, Ltd (“Shanghai Metals”) to fund, develop and 
acquire lithium projects, as well as for off-take of between 100,000tpa and 150,000tpa of 
spodumene concentrate on any projects that may be developed.

 � In parallel, the controllers of Shanghai Metals took a $3 million placement in Metalicity at 
$0.07/share.
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GEOLOGY AND MINERALISATION

 � Metalicity has targeted spodumene bearing pegmatites in its exploration model, and 
looked at areas of known spodumene mineralisation.

 � These areas include ELA’s in the vicinity of and covering the same prospective Archaean 
geology as Talison Lithium’s Greenbushes Mine in the south west of Western Australia 
(the world’s largest hard rock lithium mine), and projects in the Pilgangoora district, which 
hosts significant mineralisation including Pilbara Minerals (ASX: PLS) Pilgangora deposit 
(128.6Mt @ 1.22% Li2O and 138ppm Ta2O5) and Altura Mining’s (ASX: AJM) Pilgangoora 
deposit (35.7Mt @ 1.05% Li2O).

 � Mount Cowan is located immediately to the south of Alliance Mineral Assets’ Bald Hill 
Tantalum Mine.

 � The Munglinup Graphite Project is located across the boundary of the Archaen Yilgarn 
Craton and Proterozoic Albany-Fraser Belt, and is located 20km north of the Munglinup 
graphite deposit owned by Gold Terrace Pty Ltd, which is reportedly one of the world’s 
highest grade graphite deposits.

 � Limited drilling on EL74/0550 has intersected up to 12m @ 7.4% carbon, including 4m @ 
10.33% carbon from 20m below surface.

WORK BY METALICITY

 � In May Metalicity announced a $1 million accelerated exploration programme over its 
lithium tenement applications.

 � Field work by Metalicity has largely concentrated on the Pilgangoora South Project, 
located to the east and south of Pilbara’s and Altura’s lithium resources.

 � Work at the Stannum prospect, located immediately to the west of the Wodgina tantalite 
mine has recognised a number of outcropping largely flat-lying pegmatites, with these 
interconnected by steeply dipping dykes.

 � Reprocessing of hyperspectral data identified mineralogical zonation, and evidence of a 
number of different pegmatite phases.

 � Surface sampling at Stannum has resulted in assays of up to 0.4% Li2O, and a sample of 
spodumene float was also found, however the bedrock source is yet to be identified.

�	Some areas of Stannum are masked by younger cover.

 � Interpretations by the Company suggest that the pegmatite swarms that host the Pilbara 
and Altura deposits possibly trend into E45/4675 at what is termed the Turner River 
prospect.

 � This area is covered by shallow colluvium, thus masking the bedrock, however spoil from 
a water bore drilled near the interpreted trend shows textures typical of pegmatites, 
including muscovite “books” and coarse grained graphic quartz. 

 � The Company has undertaken first pass reconnaissance mapping and sampling at the 
Lake Cowan and Greenbushes projects.

 � Mount Cowan is largely masked by shallow cover; however pegmatites were identified in 
a historic costean along the interpreted Mt Belcher – Bald Hill Pegmatite Trend as shown 
in the figure below.

 � Nearby sampling by Tawana Resources Limited (ASX: TAW) has returned up to 3.99% 
Li2O in rock chips.

 � Laterite sampling at the Greenbushes Lithium Project has defined co-incident anomalism 
for pegmatite associated elements adjacent to a regional fault
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Figure 8: Pilgangoora tenements and prospects

Source: Metalicity

Figure 9: Mount Cowan project area and geology

Source: Metalicity
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Figure 10: Greenbushes project area and geology

Source: Metalicity

ROCKY GULLY PROJECT

LOCATION AND TENURE

 � Rocky Gully comprises three 90% and two 100% held tenements for 1,200km2, located 
near the town of Mount Barker in southeast Western Australia

 � The 90% held tenements (E70/2801, 4437 and 4543) were acquired from Heron 
Resources Limited (“Heron”, ASX: HRR) for 28,750,000 shares (pre consolidation) at a 
deemed price of $0.008/share, with Heron retaining a 1.5% NSR.

 � Rocky Gully East (E70/4436) was acquired from Third Reef Pty Ltd (“Third Reef”) for 5 
million shares (pre-consolidation) at $0.01/share

 � Tenement E70/4622 was pegged by Metalicity, and is 100% held by the Company.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALISATION

 � The project is located over the over 1,000km long Paleo-to Mesoproterozoic Fraser-
Albany Orogen, an extensive mobile belt at the southern and eastern edges of the Yilgarn 
Craton.

 � The belt is of similar age to a number of others globally, including the 2,500km long 
Circum-Superior Belt in Canada, which hosts a number of world-class nickel camps.

 � The belt hosts Independence Group’s (ASX: IGO) Nova-Bollinger Ni-Cu deposit (14.6Mt 
@ 2.2% Ni and 0.9% Au) and the Tropicana gold deposit of Anglogold Ashanti and 
Independence (118Mt @ 2.1g/t Au), although these are some considerable distance away 
from Rocky Gully.

 � Units at Rocky Gully include Paleoproterozoic metamorphics of the Biranup Zone, which 
is interpreted as originally being an active subduction margin to the Yilgarn Craton, with 
associated back-arc basin formation.

 � The geology is generally poorly understood, due to areas of cover, limited outcrop and 
limited exploration, however recognised units include granitic and gabbroic intrusives, 
banded iron formations (“BIF”), volcanics and metasediments – some units possibly 
represent reworked units of the older Yilgarn Craton.
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Figure 11: Rocky Gully location

Source: Adapted from GSWA

EXPLORATION HISTORY

Heron Resources

 � Heron carried out soil sampling and RAB drilling, largely targeting the M19 and M20 
prospects on E70/2801 (subsequently renamed the Octagonal prospect.

 � The RAB drilling intersected up 0.71% Ni within lateritic horizons, with work 
concentrated on coincident magnetics and EM anomalism, with gabbroic intrusives 
showing up as magnetic bullseyes.

Metalicity

 � Initial work by Metalicity included a data review, geological mapping, ground EM 
surveying and RC drilling, with the target being Nova-Bollinger style massive Ni-Ci 
mineralisation due to the presence of gabbroic intrusives; the project is also considered 
prospective for VMS style polymetallic mineralisation.

 � RC drilling (five holes for 362m) was completed at Octagonal – this intersected 
anomalous nickel (up to 1m @ 2.05% Ni) in the weathering profile, with possible gabbroic 
sills being intersected – follow up EM surveying did not delineate any anomalies.

 � Regional work has identified a number of Ni-Cu and Zn-Cu targets throughout the 
tenement package, with one target, C1, being interpreted as a possible VMS feeder zone

 � More recent work has included a 1,573 sample geochemical soil sampling programme, 
largely concentrated along roads.

 � The sampling has returned values of up to 24ppb Au, which are ~10x background and 
thus considered significant, and has resulted in the delineation of a number of targets 
requiring follow up.

 � These targets are generally within demagnetised zones of the Biranup Gneiss, a similar 
setting to the gold mineralisation at Tropicana.

 � Previous sampling by Metalicity returned gold in soil values of up to 187ppb – this 
is similar to the reportedly 25ppb to 237ppb anomalies that led to the discovery of 
Tropicana.
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Figure 12: Rocky Gully gold targets

Source: Metalicity

CURRENT AND UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

ADMIRAL BAY

 � The Company has commenced planning and budgeting for the Admiral Bay PFS, and will 
also be seeking a JV partner to fund ongoing activities - it is expected that the PFS will 
take two years to complete.

 � Any programme lis ikiely to initially include drilling from surface to further define the 
mineralisation, collect samples for metallurgical testwork and process engineering 
purposes (including comminution and flotation samples), and provide data for 
geotechnical and hydrogeological studies.

 � Baseline environmental surveying will also be included as part of the PFS.

LITHIUM PROJECTS

 � Further mapping and sampling is ongoing and planned over the lithium projects, with a 
view to defining initial drill targets.

 � This work should provide steady news flow over coming months.

MUNGINLUP GRAPHITE

 � Follow up field work, including drilling, is currently being planned.

ROCKY GULLY

 � Follow up activities, including drilling of existing targets is currently being planned.
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METALICITY VALUATION
 � We have completed a valuation for Metalicity as presented in the table below.

Table 3: Metalicity valuation

Valuation

Asset Lower 
Value

Upper 
Value

Per Share 
Lower

Per Share 
Upper Notes

Admiral Bay $60 m $85m $0.14 $0.20 $0.35-$0.50/resource tonne

Rocky Gully $5 m $5 m $0.01 $0.01 Nominal

Lithium Projects $15 m $15 m $0.03 $0.03 Based on Li juniors

Debt $0 m $0 m $0.00 $0.00 31/06/2016

Cash $5 m $5 m $0.01 $0.01 31/06/2016

Total $85 m $100 m $0.19 $0.25  

Source: IIR Analysis

 � As a guide to our valuation of Admiral Bay we have considered the proposed sale by Rox 
Resources of 30% of the Reward Project in the McArthur River area of the Northern 
Territory to Marindi Metals for staged payments totalling $21 million in cash and scrip.

 � Teck currently hold 51% of Reward, however are within $1 million of completing the 
requirements of earning 70% equity in Reward through the expenditure of $15 million by 
August 31, 2018 - Teck also have first right of refusal on any sale of Rox’s interest.

 � Reward includes two SEDEX style deposits – Teena (58Mt @ 1.6% Pb and 11.1% Zn 
inferred) and Myrtle (43.6Mt @ 0.95% Pb and 4.09% Zn inferred), with total resources 
aof 101.5Mt @ 1.32% Pb and 8.09% Zn.

 � Teena has been intersected at depths of between 650m and 1,150m below surface, and 
Myrtle from surface to ~200m below surface.

 � The consideration for 30% of the Reward Project is in the order of 0.25% of the in-
ground value, using prices of US$2,200/t Zn, US$1,800/t Pb, US$20/oz Ag and an AUD: 
USD exchange rate of 0.75.

 � Using a similar figure for Admiral Bay gives a value/resource tonne of $0.50 - we 
have used this as our upper valuation limit, which we consider reasonable given the 
development studies that have been completed at Admiral Bay.

 � Given the 25% lower grade at Admiral Bay, when compared to the global Reward grade 
we have used a lower limit of $0.35/tonne, half of that for the Reward transaction to take 
into account leverage associated with change in grades on potential project economics.

Table 4: Metalicity valuation vs Rox Resources Reward Project sale

Valuation Metrics - Rox Reward Project Sale vs Metalicity Admiral Bay NPV

Project Equity T ZnEq IGV/t (A$) ZnEq Metal Value/t Value

Reward Sale (30%) 30.4 Mt 9.17% $269 2.79 Mt $0.69 $21m

Admiral Bay NPV (100%) 170 Mt 7.04% $207 11.97 Mt $0.35-$0.50 $60-$85

Source: IIR Analysis, company announcements – ZnEq based on prices of US$2,200/t Zn, US$1,800/t Pb and US$20/oz Ag – potential metallurgical recoveries 
have not been taken into account.

BACKGROUND - ZINC
 � Zinc is the fourth most produced and consumed metal on the planet, behind iron, 

aluminium and copper, with the USGS estimating 2015 mine production at 13.4Mt.

 � China is the main producer at ~36% of global supply, however in 2014 was the main 
user, consuming some 46% of global supply, and hence is a net importer.

 � Australia is the 2nd largest producer, supplying some 1,580Mt or 12% of global supply in 
2015.

 � Unlike other metals, there is comparatively little recycling of zinc.

 � The bulk of zinc production comes from SEDEX, VMS and MVT styles of mineralisation.
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 � In 2015 the median AISC of non-Chinese production was in the order of US$0.60/lb.

 � A number of analysts forecast the zinc price to rise over the next three to four years, 
with increasing demand and mine closures reducing stocks and thus increasing prices – 
there is the potential for zinc to reach US$2,800/tonne by 2019.

 � In 2015, Wood Mackenzie forecast the need for up to 3.8mtpa of new mine capacity 
by 2018 in response to rising demand, mine closures and ramp-ups failing to meet 
expectations.

 � Recent closures include Lisheen (`165,000tpa Zn in concentrate) and Century 
(~450,000tpa Zn in concentrate), with Glencore also reducing production by ~500,000tpa 
(or 1/3) in late 2015 in response to the sharp fall in prices in the second half of the year.

 � The chart below shows comparative AUD and USD denominated zinc prices over the 
last 20 years – in more recent times this shows the fall in late 2015, followed by a 
strong recovery from the beginning of 2016; this also shows the effect of the AUD:USD 
exchange rate over recent times.

Figure 13: 20 Year Zinc Price Chart - $/tonne
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BACKGROUND - LEAD
 � Total lead demand in 2015 was estimated at 10.8Mt, with 4.7Mt (44%) coming from 

primary mine supply and the balance from recycled metal.

 � China is the largest primary mine producer, estimated to have produced some 2,300Mt 
(49% of global production) in 2015 – Australia is the second largest miner, producing 
some 633Mt, or 13% of global mine production in 2015.

 � China again is the largest consumer, using some 45% of supply from all sources in 2014.

 � The main use is in batteries, which comprise some 80% of demand.

 � Lead is commonly a by or co-product of zinc, with the bulk of global production coming 
from SEDEX, VMS and MVT mineralisation.

�	Supply side issues for lead are similar to those for zinc, however forecast demand 
is more subdued that for zinc, although price forecasts see prices of US$2,000 to 
US$2,250/tonne from 2016.

�	The following chart shows the lead price in AUD and USD terms – this clearly shows the 
buffering of the price by changes in the AUDUSD exchange rates over recent years.

�	The pricing behaviour of lead is broadly similar of that for zinc, albeit at a lower level.
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Figure 14: 20 Year Lead Price Chart - $/tonne
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PEER GROUP ANALYSIS
 � We have compared Metalicity against a number of ASX-listed peers as presented in the 

table below.

 � We have included ASX-listed developers and producers with poly-metallic resources 
containing appreciable zinc, ranked on their enterprise value (“EV”)/equity tonne of 
contained zinc equivalent.

 � We have calculated the EV from subtracting net cash from the undiluted market 
capitalisation; however have not taken the potential value of other projects into 
consideration.

 � This metric is indicative only, and should be treated with caution – there are a number of 
factors that will affect this, including the value of other projects.

 � With their Reward Project (now in the process of being sold), Rox were potentially the 
closest peer to Metalicity, with Reward being a large underground project

 � This shows the potential for uplift in the value of Admiral Bay – at an EV of $1.60/tonne 
contained ZnEq the Company has the lowest value of any of its peers.

Figure 15: Metalicity peer group
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�	We have also compared Admiral Bay with other major Pb-Zn deposits – the data is 
largely as presented in Leach et al (2005) and hence some may be outdated,  however 
resources for the two major MVT deposits, Mehdiabad and Admiral Bay have been 
updated.

Table 13: Major global Pb-Zn deposits

Largest Lead-Zinc Deposits Ranked by Contained Metal

Deposit Country Type Size (Mt) Pb+Zn (Mt) Pb+Zn%

Broken Hill Australia sedex 280.0 51.8 18.5

Red Dog United States sedex 165.0 35.0 21.2

Howards Pass Canada sedex 476.0 33.3 7.0

HYC Australia sedex 227.0 30.4 13.4

Gorevsk Russia sedex 300.0 23.6 7.9

Kholodninskoye Russia sedex 340.0 23.5 6.9

Mehdiabad Iran MVT 394.0 22.8 5.8

Hilton Australia sedex 120.0 20.3 16.9

Mount Isa Australia sedex 150.0 19.5 13.0

Sullivan Canada sedex 162.0 19.3 11.9

George Fisher Australia sedex 107.0 17.7 16.5

Century Australia sedex 94.6 14.1 14.9

Ozernoe Russia sedex 180.0 13.3 7.4

Changba-Lijiagou China sedex 142.5 11.9 8.4

Admiral Bay Australia MVT 170.0 11.6 6.8

Gamsberg South Africa sedex 150.0 11.5 7.7

Arditurri Spain sedex 120.0 10.8 9.0

Source: Leach et al (2005). Sediment Hosted Lead-Zinc Deposits: A Global Perspective, Economic Geology 100th Anniversary Volume pp 561-607.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE
 � Metalicity currently has 450.0 million shares and 82.7 million unlisted options on issue.

 � 55.6 million options are currently “in the money”, with potential proceeds of $2.02 million 
from exercise of the options.

 � Directors and Management currently hold 13.4% of the issued shares, with the Top 20 
holding 65.6%.

 � Upon relisting (and following the name change from PLD Corporation) in October 2016, 
the Company underwent a 2 for 1 consolidation.

RISKS
 � Resource: This is a risk for any project at the development study stage; however 

the drilling thus far at Admiral Bay has demonstrated resonable continuity over long 
distances, thus mitigating some of this risk. The expected main issue with upgrading the 
resource is one of cost, given the initial required for drilling from surface, and then the 
need for underground access.

 � Metallurgy: Results to date, albeit preliminary, have been very positive, and we consider 
that there is only a minor to moderate risk in the metallurgy. The historic testwork 
indicated the potential to produce high grade, clean concentrates with no issues with 
deleterious elements. 

 � Development: This will be a risk down the track, should the Project head to development 
– this will be a reasonable difficult project to develop, given the need for a shaft, the 
presence of appreciable groundwater and the high geothermal gradient in the Canning 
Basin.

 � Prices and Costs: Given the grade and depth of the resource, the economics of any 
future operation at Admiral Bay are very sensitive to operating costs, metal prices and 
exchange rates. In any future development the Company will have only limited control 
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over the latter two through prudent hedging (which would be a required part of any 
financing), and therefore will need to be very proactive in controlling operating costs.

 � Funding: This is the key risk facing progressing the Admiral Bay PFS – this will require 
significant cash for the extensive deep drilling required and as such Metalicity is looking 
for a partner for the project. 

 � Sovereign/Permitting: Given that Western Australia is a proven mining jurisdiction, 
we do not foresee sovereign risk as an issue. However, although Western Australia is 
perceived as ‘mining friendly”, and is the top Australian jurisdiction in the 2015 Fraser 
Survey, permitting of mining projects is getting more difficult, particularly on the 
environmental side. One key consideration is the time spent to get a project permitted, 
which can significantly delay development.

BOARD AND MANAGEMENT
 � Mr Andrew Daley – Non-Executive Chairman: Mr Daley is a Mining Engineer and 

Investment Banker. He has a Bachelor of Science (Honours), is a Chartered Engineer and 
is a Fellow of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. He has over 40 years’ 
experience in resources having worked with Anglo American, Rio Tinto and Conoco 
Minerals and Fluor Australia in project evaluation and mining development. Mr Daley 
then moved into resource project finance with National Australia Bank, Chase Manhattan 
and from 1999 was a Director of the Mining Team at Barclays Capital in London. 
Subsequently, Mr Daley was a Director of Investor Resources Finance Pty Limited, a 
company based in Melbourne which provided financial advisory services to the resources 
industry globally.

 � Mr Matt Gauci -  Managing Director: Mr Gauci is a Mining Executive with more than 
15 years’ experience in strategic management and corporate finance in the mining 
industry having successfully financed and managed private and public mining exploration 
companies operating in Australia, Africa and South America. Mr Gauci has managed 
teams in the exploration, development and feasibility of a number of mining exploration 
projects in precious metals, base metals and bulk commodities. Mr Gauci has a BSc. and 
an MBA from the University of Western Australia.

 � Mr Christopher Bain – Non-Executive Director: Mr Bain is a geologist and mineral 
economist. He has over 30 years’ experience in the resource industry having worked in 
underground mine geology in Mt Isa and Tasmania and exploration around Broken Hill. Mr 
Bain has been instrumental in mining project divestitures and acquisitions, evaluations 
and valuations, capital raisings including several initial public offerings and ASX listings. 
Mr Bain was also a Director of Investor Resources Finance Pty Limited a company 
based in Melbourne which provided financial advisory services to the resources industry 
globally. Mr Bain is a member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and 
the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

 � Mr Matthew Longworth – Non-Executive Director: Mr Longworth is a geologist with 
28 years’ experience across exploration, project evaluation/development, operations and 
corporate management. He previously held roles as Exploration Manager, COO and CEO/
Managing Director with Australian listed companies, and mining analyst with a boutique 
investment fund. In his senior corporate roles, Mathew led multidisciplinary project 
evaluation and development teams. Mr. Longworth is a member of the Australasian 
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

 � Mr Neil Hackett – Company Secretary: Mr Hackett has over 20 years of company 
secretarial, compliance and company directorship experience, including 10 years with the 
ASIC and seven years as an ASX 200 listed company secretary. He is currently Chairman, 
Director and Company Secretary of various ASX listed and private entities. Neil holds a 
Bachelor of Economics, a Fellow of FINSIA, and is a Graduate (Merit) and Facilitator with 
the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

 � Mr Chris Hillibrands – CFO: Chris has worked as Chief Financial Officer for a number of 
public companies listed on the ASX and AIM, primarily resources focused. He has been 
responsible for the day to day financial and administrative operations together with the 
statutory reporting and compliance obligations of these organisations. He has a B.Com 
(Curtin University) and is a Chartered Accountant.
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 � Mr Michael Hannington – Exploration Manager: Michael Hannington is a mining 
executive with more than 30 years’ experience in the mining industry in various 
exploration and technical roles with responsibility from project generation to project 
acquisition through to exploration, evaluation drilling and production, predominantly in 
base metals. He has degrees in geophysics (Curtin University, WA) and law (University 
of Notre Dame Australia) and has worked in operational, exploration and financing roles 
at NorthParkes, Lake Cowal, Golden Grove and Prominent Hill for companies including 
North Ltd and Oxiana as well as a founding director of Talisman Mining Limited and 
Alchemy Resources Limited. Michael has worked throughout Australia, North America, 
East Africa and Southern Asia.
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